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Generally well drawn, but problematic 

 

The first chapters of the book are a fascinating account of political intrigue at the highest levels, a century ago. Even back 

then the politicians and bankers were lining their pockets at the expense of the little guy, as well as less well-connected 

banks and businesses. 

 

Mullins documents his sources extensively. This is good. However, in one very telling instance it leads to a major 

problem. Mullins gives an account of a 1773 meeting convened by Mayer Bauer, later to call himself Rothschild, of 

thirteen Jewish goldsmith/moneylenders. Per Mullins, Rothschild presented a 14-point program whereby these men would 

band together to dominate world finance. 

 

Mullins cites as his source a book by William Guy Carr entitled "Pawns in the Game" for a lengthy address supposedly 

made by Mayer Rothschild (Bauer) to a group of Frankfurt goldsmiths in 1773. 

 

Locating and downloading "Pawns in the Game" on the Internet, I find that this privately published 1956 book with an 

overtly Christian theme has a 24 point program which includes Mullins' 14. It cites as its source Professor S. Nilus in 

1901. Google says that this would be Sergei Nilus, a Moscow mystic Christian. 

 

Googling Sergei Nilus, I find the entry "Sergej Nilus und die "Protokolle der Weisen von Zion" He is the supposed author. 

Looking that up, I find that the 24 points track exactly those named in Wikipedia for the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. 

The Protocols of the Elders of Zion has been fairly thoroughly discredited as a manuscript. It is a well-crafted fraud, 

aligning neatly with widely held fears of Jewish financiers, but a fraud nonetheless. 

 

I do not think that this single error totally damns "Secrets of the Fed," but it does support the anti-Semitism critique and 

leads one to question the authenticity of other sources. Still and all, I believe that most of the reportage on the founding of 

the Federal Reserve is probably factual. It hangs together and is consistent with what I know of the history of the era. I 

am, however, reading "The Creature from Jekyll Island" as a more credible source. 

 

I add, reading Jekyll Island, that while it does not cite the specifics of the Elders of the Protocols of Zion, it makes a strong 

case for the involvement of cabals of Jewish bankers behind central banking. This would fit in well with what evolutionary 

psychologists have said about Jewish interests. They are a separate population with interests antithetical to their Christian 

hosts. There is in general no love lost, whether in Inquisitions, Holocausts, porgrams or holodomors. The thesis in Jekyll 

is that bankers, who skew quite Jewish, rather coldly take advantage of their host countries' populations' lack of financial 

sophistication. 


